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Abstract
Autonomous Vehicles (AV) are the future evolution of Land Transportation Systems (LTS). They
promise an improvement in road safety. However, safety requirements stay a big challenge for their
development. The literature presents a lack of insight on the way LTS safety requirements will evolve.
This paper proposes an analysis method of LTS safety requirements evolution toward AV. The ASIL
metric is used to evaluate the safety criticality. The application on two case studies, the steering by wire
and platooning systems, results in a better understanding and characterization of this evolution.
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1. Introduction
Autonomous Vehicles (AV) design and development are gaining more and more focus in the last years.
Many carmakers got in the heated race to be the first to industrialize a safe autonomous car. AVs are the
evolution of current Land Transportation Systems (LTS) and will introduce new forms of urban mobility
and usages (Dokic et al., 2015). They will likely introduce considerable changes in society. Often mobility
experts consider road safety improvement as one of their major positive impacts. On the other hand, the
safety requirement is one of the major challenges of AV design and development (Hulse et al., 2018).
Our field observations and interviews showed that carmakers want to reuse existing Advanced Driver
Assistant Systems (ADAS) for the AV development, with minimal redesign and reworking. However, the
Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) defined in the ISO 26262 constrained the development of ADAS
development and their integration in today's car (ISO, 2011). Due to the systemic changes brought by AV, the
evaluation of ASIL on the system level will impact their system architecture. In the scope of this paper, the
authors propose to address how to analyse the safety requirements evolution in the transition of LTS toward
AV. The analysis is applied on two evolution types with the steering by wire and the platooning use cases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The reviewing of the literature in presented in Section
2, followed by the analysis method in Section 3. The Section 4 presents the results of the analysis on two
case studies. The paper ends with a discussion on the validity of the method and its results in Section 5.

2. Literature review
2.1. Systems evolution
Autonomous Vehicles (AV) are considered the cells for the future mobility. They are actually the
evolution of current LTS. As such, their design is constrained and limited by previous vehicles
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architectures, in particular current ones. Systems evolution was studied in the literature from many
aspects. The TRIZ theory implies that all technical systems are subject to 8 laws of evolution. With each
evolution stage, contradictions are generated. The TRIZ methodology proposes different methods, tools
and algorithms to help design during the evolution of technical systems. The matrix of contradictions is
an example of tools useful to solve the contradictions (Savransky, 2000). Even though powerful, the
TRIZ approach doesn't propose a framework to adapt the current design process to the evolving system.
In addition to TRIZ and thanks to new methods and computational capabilities for data analysis and
decision making, knowledge-based approaches emerged to orient designer during systems evolution.
Gerdes et al. propose a tool to support constraint-based decision making in the context of systems
evolution using previous knowledge about the system for new architectures evaluation (Gerdes et al.,
2015). However, the knowledge feed-back for AV is still too small to know architecturally significant
factors to efficiently generate and evaluate architectures.
External causes of systems evolution are not considered in the TRIZ theory. System's environmental
changes were explored by Bürger et al. from the security knowledge point of view. They proposed a
model-based framework using ontologies to adapt the co-evolution of systems with the organization's
security knowledge. To ensure the co-evolution, they use events modelling, graph algorithms for and
graphs synchronization and transformation. They could realize meta-models synchronization and
identify property violation (Bürger et al., 2018). This approach is specific to security knowledge
evolution. Adequate meta-models and context analysis have to be performed to reuse it on other
contexts. Other studies consider the system's interdependencies with (design) processes and
stakeholders requirements as external factors of systems evolution. Hoang et al. proposed a model to
support mechatronic systems evolution based on the interdependencies of products, processes and
resources (Hoang et al., 2017). However, the modelling concept needs to be accompanied with an
interdependencies analysis specific to each studied system.
This literature review of systems evolution showed a lack of understanding for significant internal and
external factors in the AV's context. These factors are numerous. So, for a better contribution to the
understanding of LTS evolution, this study is focused on only one factor. The following literature review
explains the importance of safety requirements factor for this topic.

2.2. Safety requirements evolution
Public acceptance of AV is often positively associated with the improvement of road safety. AV are
perceived as a great opportunity to increase the safety of pedestrian and passengers (Hulse et al., 2018).
Ironically, safety is one of the major challenges of AV's design and development. If AV couldn't ensure
a minimal safety level (unknown yet), it will have a negative impact on their public acceptation (Dokic
et al., 2015; ERTRAC, 2015). For this reason, the future evolution of safety requirements of LTS
represents one of the major factors in the evolution of their design processes.
The literature contains a few studies in eliciting safety requirements evolution and analysing its impact.
Luiz and Mikulski analysed the safety requirements changes of spacecraft's software. These changed
where deduced from post-launch anomalies thanks to reporting mechanism whenever the system's
behaviour differs from the requirement. The criticality level was evaluated according to the standards
of the domain. A fourth of the highly safety-critical anomalies resulted in software requirements changes
(Lutz and Mikulski, 2003). Transposed on AV's case, the safety criticality of functions would be
evaluated only post-tests.
Anderson and Felici proposed metrics to measure software requirements evolution. They proposed the
Requirement Maturity Index (RMI) and its 2 extensions the Requirement Stability Index (RSI) and the
Historical Requirement Maturity Index (HRMI) (Anderson and Felici, 2002). These metrics are useful
to understand and monitor the requirements evolution. However, they work on past and present software
releases, and are not yet used for requirements evolution forecasting. On safety requirements
forecasting, Szarata and Dźwigoń predicted the impact planned new roads in Poland on road safety.
They analysed data such as average traffic volume to quantitatively predict the density of accidents,
injuries and fatalities (Szarata and Dźwigoń, 2015). Their approach is inspiring; however, to the best
knowledge of the authors, there is no model to quantitatively predict safety criticality of new AV
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designs. For this particular reason, safety analysis of AVs and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in general
became an active research domain.

2.3. Safety analysis of Cyber-Physical Systems
Izosimov and Levholt synthesised the safety-based design flow of CPS. Their proposition complied with
the different standards such as ISO 26262 and Do-178B (Izosimov and Levholt, 2015). Safety oriented
activities were added to a standard design process as follows: Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment
(HARA) follow to the system definition. A system's safety analysis is applied on system architecture
for a safety-based architecting. The process is iterative until the safety requirements are satisfied
(Izosimov and Levholt, 2015). Most of the research works join both activities with different synergy.
Matsubasa and Aoyama proposed a combination of safety requirements meta-modelling with scenarios
modelling and hazard analysis. It was applied for the safety analysis of Toyota's Crown Majesta. It
resulted in safety requirements models used for the design of mitigation actions. They finally evaluated
the safety model after the mitigation plan with Bayesian network analysis (Matsubara and Aoyama,
2017). Bayesian network analysis was also used by Duran et al. to evaluate the probability of safety
failure of vehicle's optical systems. However, they applied it on Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) modelling
chain of events. The tree is based on a preliminary HARA (Duran et al., 2013).
Other propositions for CPS's safety analysis use the Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE)
approach. The deployment of MBSE in the industry is increasing and is considered by the INCOSE as
the future of systems engineering (Friedenthal et al., 2007). Mhenni et al. used SysML for an enhanced
safety analysis of mechatronic systems. They semi-automatically generated a Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) from the SysML Internal Block Diagram (IBD) of the systems. They extended the
classical SysML modelling with multi-physical flows which enhanced the initial FMEA and improved
the safety analysis of mechatronic systems (Mhenni et al., 2014). The research team extended their
proposal in an integrated MBSE-MBSA framework for complex systems design. The framework is
based on 4 main tasks conducted synergistically between MBSE and MBSA. With the MBSE approach,
the designers use scenarios modelling for (safety) requirements definition. They also model the system's
functional topology. FMEA and FTA are then conducted based on this topology. In synergy and iteration
with these tasks, simulations are used for performance and safety assessment (Choley et al., 2016).
Yakymets et al. also propose a MBSE-MBSA framework with SysML models converted to the AltaRica
language for the automatic generation of FTA and the computation of model checking simulations. The
main advantage of their approach is to loop on the SysML models by propagating the FTA results
(Yakymets et al., 2013).

3. Safety requirements evolution analysis
In the previous section, the authors argued the interest of studying safety requirements evolution of LTS.
On this line, they propose a method based on the MBSE and MBSA approaches to build a descriptive
study for the analysis of LTS safety requirements evolution. This research study was conducted in
collaboration with the autonomous systems team of the engineering company AKKA Technologies. The
method was designed and tested on two R&D projects for the design of a steering by wire system and a
platooning system. Its steps are applied in parallel on today's systems and the systems under design for
future autonomous LTS.
The MBSE approach was applied with Polarsys open source MBSE software Capella and the Arcadia
method (Roques, 2016). The Arcadia method is divided into 4 main engineering levels: Operational
Analysis, System Analysis, Logical Architecture and Physical Architecture. The method presented
below takes place in the two first levels. The reader can find more detail on Arcadia's overall process in
(Roques, 2016). Following is the detailed steps of the safety requirements evolution analysis:
1. Nominal operational scenarios definition with sequence diagrams on an MBSE software
In the Operational Analysis phase of the projects, the designers and the stakeholders define the
operational capabilities. Then, sequence diagrams are used to define nominal scenarios describing each
capability.
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2. Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment (HARA) with ASIL evaluation of nominal scenarios
A HARA is conducted on the nominal scenarios defined in the previous steps. The operational activities,
elements of the scenario's sequence diagram, are analysed individually. The hazards that result from their
independent failures are analysed by the engineers and evaluated with the ASIL metric from ISO 26262.
The ASIL of a hazard is calculated from its Severity (S), Exposition time (E) and Controllability (C).
ASIL is a scale from A to D and is used to designate the necessary level of safety measures engineers
have to take in the design, development and manufacturing of a component or a system. ASIL A
represents the lowest level and ASIL D the highest level of required safety measures. Quality
Managements (QM) is a level bellow ASIL A and indicates that the hazard will impact the quality of
the final product without real safety risks (ISO, 2011).
The Severity, Exposition time and Controllability are defined and scaled as follows:
 Severity (S): the severity of a hazard represents the gravity of a failure's consequence within a
scenario of interest. It is scaled as follows
o S0=0: No injuries
o S1=1: Light and moderate injuries
o S2=2: Severe and life-threatening injuries (probable survival)
o S3=3: Life-threatening injuries (uncertain survival), fatal injuries
 Exposition time (E): the exposition time of a hazard represents the relative time when the
hazard could happen. It doesn't take into account the probability of functional failures
o E0=0: Improbable
o E1=1: Very low probability
o E2=2: Low probability
o E3=3: Medium probability
o E4=4: High probability
 Controllability (C): the controllability of a hazard represents the capacity of external systems
(example: driver) to control the situation in case it happens:
o C0=0: Controllable in general
o C1=1: Simply controllable
o C2=2: Normally controllable
o C3=3: Difficult to control or uncontrollable.
To observe the possible hazards for the system of interest, the consequences of operational activities
failures are analysed: loss of activity during the scenario, intermittent activity, unintended activity
activation and wrong activity output or result. The resulting hazards are evaluated on the Severity (S),
Exposition time (E) and Controllability (C) scales. Table 1 synthesises the computation of ASIL in ISO
26262.
Table 1. ASIL evaluation from the (S), (E) and (C) scales
S1

S2

S3
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E1
E2
E3
E4
E1
E2
E3
E4
E1
E2
E3
E4

C1
QM
QM
QM
QM
QM
QM
QM
ASIL A
QM
QM
ASIL A
ASIL B

C2
QM
QM
QM
ASIL A
QM
QM
ASIL A
ASIL B
QM
ASIL A
ASIL B
ASIL C

C3
QM
QM
ASIL A
ASIL B
QM
ASIL A
ASIL B
ASIL C
ASIL A
ASIL B
ASIL C
ASIL D
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3. System design and functional modelling
After several iterations with the different stakeholders, a set of hazard events is agreed on. The
transitions and traceability from the Operational Analysis to the System Analysis is managed by the
MBSE software Capella. In the System Analysis phase, the functional exchanges and functional
architecture of the system are modelled
4. Functional chains modelling
Once the system analysis phase of the project is completed, every system's nominal scenario is
decomposed into one or more functional chains. The functional chains describe the needed functional
flows for the execution of the scenario. Functional chains and scenarios are important to build a common
base for the comparison between two different systems: today's system and their evolution. They also
limit the variation in the functions granularity levels.
5. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) of the functions and mapping with the previous
ASIL evaluation
An FMEA is conducted on the functions forming the functional chains. Their effects are mapped with
the hazard events of the nominal scenarios. Figure 1 illustrates the first five steps of the method. It shows
from the mapping between the system functions (SF) and the hazards that the failure of a single function
can cause two different hazards. These two hazards can even be on two different scenarios. In addition,
they potentially have two different ASIL. In this case, the function's ASIL would be the highest ASIL
of the caused hazards (in the figure's example, it would be ASIL D).
As explained earlier, the exposition time (E) is evaluated with the relative time when the hazard could
happen, or the function could fail. When a function can cause two hazards, one could think that its
relative time of possible failure will increase. However, the ASIL is evaluated on hazards considered
independent. As such, we consider no increase of its ASIL if a function causes multiple hazards.

Figure 1. Mapping of the system functions, the nominal scenarios and their hazards
6. Comparison of overall ASIL evaluation of both systems
The final step is to compare the overall ASIL of driving assisted vehicles from the present and the
conceptualized future AV. The comparison is done for equivalent operational scenarios, on the base of
the functional chains. Three types of differences naturally emerged from the comparison: new functions;
disappearance of functions; and a change in the ASIL evaluation of functions. Finally, an analysis of the
ASIL evolution is conducted to characterize the safety requirements evolution.

4. Case studies
With the autonomous systems team of AKKA Technologies, the authors observed mainly two types of
systems development for autonomous LTS. The first type corresponds to an evolution of existing system
toward higher level or complete automation. The second one is the design of new systems to answer
new usages of AVs. In this part, two case studies of both types are presented:
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN
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An evolution of the electrical power-assisted steering system toward a steering by wire then to
an absence of steering (vehicle wheels controlled directly with from on board calculator)
A platooning system composed of a lead vehicle driven by a human operator and 4 AVs

4.1. Steering by wire and automated steering
Currently, AKKA Technologies is working on its second AV prototype, the Link&Go 2. For this vehicle,
they intend it to be equipped with an advanced steering by wire system. Compared to the first version, the
advanced steering by wire system provides road feedbacks. Today's vehicles steering system is ensured
with a mechanical system mainly accompanied with an electrical power-assistance. It is composed of an
intermediate shaft that mechanically links between both the steering column and the rack assemblies.
Actually, the former is composed of a steering wheel, a steering column and potentially the powerassistance motor. In addition to the rack, the rack assembly could also contain a power-assistance motor
instead of the steering column assembly. Moreover, the rack controls the direction of the vehicle's wheels.
With a steering by wire system, the link between the steering wheel and the vehicle's wheels rotation is
ensured with an electrical connection. As the rotational torque in not transmitted with a mechanical link,
motors on both sides are needed to replace this function. Two popular architectures for the wheel rotation
are: A unique motor on the rack to rotate the vehicle's front wheels at the same time, or to remove the
rack and rotate them independently. The current Link&Go prototype has one motor on each of the front
vehicle wheel for a rotation without a rack.
The team developed the HARA of the systems based on the operational analysis through iterations.
After the transition to the system analysis the team ended up with 4 functional chains: Initialize and
align direction system; Block vehicle's wheel rotation when idle; Turning the steering wheel; and
providing road feedback. With these functional chains analysed, the first difference observed is an
increase of the functions number from present system to the steering by wire one. The number of
functions drops back for a fully automated steering system as shows the Table 2:
Table 2. Number of functions in the different steering systems

Number of functions

the electrical powerassisted steering system
10

Steering by wire system

Automated steering

21

11

This observation indicates that it is more complex to design a hybrid system where two concepts -the
assisted steering and the automated steering- co-exist in the form of the steering by wire system. In fact,
both systems share a few function such as "Apply the direction command on the road wheels" or "Acquire
road wheel information". However, for the co-existence of both systems, specific functions need to be
added such as "Acquire steering wheel angle" and "Transmit and display alignment notification".
The FMEA and mapping of the functions with hazard events emphasised a second result corresponding
to the safety requirements evolution. It is possible to observe from Table 3 an increase of the ASIL level
in functions shared between the systems. In addition, new functions appear with high ASIL.
Table 3. Extract of the evolution of functions ASIL in the steering system
Functions
Scales
Monitor vehicle's wheels component
Apply the direction command
Acquire vehicle's wheel information
Extract road information from filtered wheel angle
Generate road feedback
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Assisted-steering Steering by wire
S
2
2
2
3

E
4
4
4
4

C ASIL
2
B
2
B
2
B
3
D

S
2
3
3
3
3

E
4
4
4
4
4

C ASIL
3
C
3
D
3
D
3
D
3
D

Automated
Steering
S
2
3
3
3
-

E
4
4
4
4
-

C ASIL
3
C
3
D
3
D
3
D
-
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The number of identified ASIL D functions increases with the automation of the steering system, with
4 ASIL D functions against 1 ASIL D function for the assisted steering system: "Generate Road
Feedback". Unsurprisingly, it is even higher with the hybrid steering by wire system with 6 ASIL D
functions. These conclusions are discussed more in the fifth section of the paper.

4.2. Platooning system
The platooning system, illustrated in the Figure 2, is one of the new usages of the AV creating a
considerable amount of interest. It can take numerous possible forms such as a pre-fixed platoon or
dynamically cooperating vehicles with the same common interests. It also presents several economic
advantages such as the lowering of fuel consumption and of goods transportation cost. A considerable
amount of work was undergone for the development and introduction of the platooning system on
response to this increasing interest (Jia et al., 2016).

Figure 2. Illustration of the platooning system
AKKA's AV team is also developing a platooning system in collaboration with other companies for the
integration on a test platform and the development of the communication network. The system is
composed of a lead vehicle, driven by a trained operator, and followed by 4 AVs. To limit the risk and
severity of injuries, the maximum speed of the platoon is 30 km/h. There is a platooning component in
each of the 5 vehicles managing the integrity of the platoon. The system turned out to be quite complex
because of a great number of interactions. Using the Arcadia method and a number of iteration, the
operational team could manage this kind of complexity and apply the HARA.
As the platooning system is novel and answers to a new usage, one can identify many new interactions
and functions involved. At the system analysis level, 4 functional chains for the nominal scenarios of
the platooning were identified. The scenario "Drive in normal platooning mode" is composed of 3
functional chains: Transmit driver commands; Collect and calculate data for platooning; Transmit own
data to other vehicles. The second scenario is the emergency stop procedure and is composed of 1
function chain. The block diagram in Figure 3 displays the exchange flow of the 4 functional chains,
between the platooning system, the vehicle's platform, the connexion network and the other entities.

Figure 3. Functional chains block diagram of the platooning nominal scenarios
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It can be noticed from the diagram that some of the functions are bottlenecks in most of the functional
chains such as "Transmit signal" and "measure vehicle states". "Transmit signal" is an example of a
function involved in more than one hazard event. The loss of the function could lead to the 2 scenarios
of Table 4.
Table 4. implication of the "Transmit signal" function with 2 hazard events
Function
Transmit
signal

Hazard Event
Vehicles On-Board Measurement
and/or orders are not available for
follower vehicles
No transmission of an emergency
stop order to the following vehicle

Undesirable Effect
Crazy behaviours of vehicles
followers lead to collisions with
Vulnerable Road Users (VRU)
Impossibility of avoiding collisions
with front vehicle

S
2

E
4

C ASIL
3
C

1

4

2

A

In this case, ASIL C is attributed to the function. As explained in the fifth point of the analysis method,
ASIL levels don't stack. The events and their effects are considered independent. The authors considered
the platooning system as an evolution of the present vehicle. They compared the functional chains of
the platooning system, both in the lead vehicle and follower ones, with existing ADAS functions. It
resulted in new function with high ASIL level. For a relevant comparison, the safety evaluation of the
present vehicle is done in the same operational condition: with a maximum speed of 30 km/h. It resulted
in 2 new ASIL D functions. The risk of a collision with VRU in a sandwich effect is the cause of the
high ASIL. In addition, 6 ASIL C functions were obtained. 3 of these functions were new and 3 had
their ASIL increased. Table 5 provides an example.
Table 5. Example of functions ASIL level evolution with the platooning system
Functions
Scales
Measure vehicle state
Display information on HMI
Transmit signal
Activate emergency stop

Present vehicle
S
2
2
-

E
4
3
-

C ASIL
1
A
3
A
-

Platoon Lead
vehicle
S E C ASIL
2 4 3
C
2 4 3
C
2 4 3
C
- - -

Platoon Follower
vehicles
S E C ASIL
2 4 3
C
- 2 4 3
C
3 4 3
D

5. Discussion and future perspectives
The method proposed in this paper serves to build a descriptive study for the analysis of Land
Transportation Systems (LTS) safety requirements evolution. It is based on the MBSE and MBSA
approaches inspired from previous framework proposition (Mhenni et al., 2014; Choley et al., 2016).
Additionally to FMEA, the method extends their work by using classical tools of CPS safety analysis:
scenario modelling and HARA. However, it doesn't compute failure events' chains with FTA or
probabilistic tools such as Bayesian network analysis.
The contribution within this method is the quantitative analysis of safety-criticality evolution of LTS
using the standard ASIL metric. To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no such analysis in the
literature. The authors use previous works in the CPS safety analysis domain to imitate Szarata and
Dźwigoń's quantitative prediction without data on AVs safety criticality (Szarata and Dźwigoń, 2015).
They use the functional chain modelling to ensure a common base of comparison for the different
systems and limit the variation in the functions granularity levels. Furthermore, with the comparison of
the function's ASIL and the analysis of its evolution, they provide a first insight to the evolution of the
safety requirements of LTS. However, this evaluation is based on the final architecture choice of the
designers. As such, the ASIL evolution of the two compared systems functions during the design phase
cannot be expressed with this method. It could be improved using metrics for requirements evolution
such as the RMI and its extensions, the RSI and HSMI (Anderson and Felici, 2002).
The application of the method on two evolution types of the LTS results in quantifying the way safety
will impact their design process evolution. In fact, the evolution of ASIL from today's to the future
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systems shows two main points. First, if hybrid systems were to be developed for the transition from
current LTS to the AV, many functions will emerge for the co-existence of both systems. These
functions will bring a layer of complexity to the system as well as high levels of safety criticality.
Second, in the new operational context of AVs, the old functions will have their ASIL increase. The
reuse of such functions in AVs, with minimum modifications, will be difficult. It will at least require a
change propagation analysis and bring integration issues.
On future perspective, the method should be tested in other domains with the appropriate metrics for
safety evaluation. The authors think that it could be extended to R&D projects in which there is a focus
on requirements engineering for the design of safety-critical systems with low technical maturity.
Autonomous Vehicles would be an adequate case study for this research problematic.
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